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Teikyo University School of Medical Technology, Itabashi, Tokyo, JapanABSTRACT Membrane fusion often exhibits slow dynamics in electrophysiological experiments, involving prespike foot and
fusion pore-flickering, but the structural basis of such phenomena remains unclear. Hemifusion intermediates have been impli-
cated in the early phase of membrane fusion. To elucidate the dynamics of formation of membrane defects and pores within the
hemifusion diaphragm (HD), atomistic and coarse-grained models of hemifusion intermediates were constructed using dipalmi-
toylphosphatidylcholine or dioleoylphosphatidylcholine membranes. The work necessary to displace a lipid molecule to the
hydrophobic core of the bilayer was measured. For a lipid within the HD with radius of 4 nm, the work was ~80 kJ/mol, similar
to that in a planar bilayer. The work was much less (~40 kJ/mol) when the HD was surrounded by a steep stalk, i.e., stalk wings
forming a large angle at the junction of three bilayers. In the latter case, the lipid displacement engendered formation of a pore
contacting the HD rim. The work was similarly small (40 kJ/mol) for a small HD of 1.5 nm radius, where a pore formed and grew
rapidly, quickly generating a toroidal structure (<40 ns). Combining the steep stalk and the small HD decreased the work further,
although quantitative analysis was difficult because the latter system was not in a stable equilibrium state. Results suggest that
fine tuning of fusion dynamics requires strict control of the HD size and the angle between the expanded stalk and HD. In addi-
tional free simulations, the steep stalk facilitated widening of a preformed pore contacting the HD rim.INTRODUCTIONMembrane fusion has been studied for many systems
involving fusion between viral and cellular membrane and
exocytotic fusion in neuronal or endocrine cells. Formation
of the fusion pore connecting two membrane compartments
during their fusion has remained an important theme (1,2).
Early electrophysiological analyses have provided insight
into initial pore formation and the related dynamics in
many systems involving exocytotic fusions in mast cells,
neurons, and cell-to-cell fusion mediated by viral fusion
proteins. After opening, the conductance of a exocytotic
fusion pore jumps to a finite level of conductance that
exhibits a wide range of ~100 pS to >10 nS, depending
on the system (3–7). Such a pore is dynamic, as evidenced
by conductance fluctuations and by the rapid transition
between open and closed states known as flickering (3,4).
Nevertheless, it shows overall stability, exhibiting gradual
widening over a period of several milliseconds to a second
(semistable stage). After this stage, the fusion pore grows
rapidly, and ultimately beyond 10 nS. The time course of
pore widening also varies among experimental systems,
likely depending on several factors such as lipid composi-
tion, protein density, and membrane topology (1,7,8). In
HA-mediated fusions, the initial pore conductance is some-
what low (~150 pS) and pore widening is arrested tempo-
rarily at 600 pS (9).
During examination of the structural bases of fusion, the
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In hemifusion, the contacting lipid monolayers of the
two opposed membranes merge, although a noncontacting
(trans) monolayer remains intact (12). The stalk might
expand laterally and bring distal leaflets of the two
membranes together into a single bilayer, which is desig-
nated as a hemifusion diaphragm (HD). How an HD forms
and how fusion proceeds from hemifusion remains contro-
versial (1,2,12).
Temporal characteristics of exocytotic fusion, highlighted
by a prespike foot, flickering, and kiss-and-run type fusion,
can be associated with the hemifusion structure (3,10).
Chanturiya et al. (13) showed that hemifusion formation
was followed by pore flickering, implicating lipidic hemifu-
sion as the platform for pore formation. That hemifusion
precedes full fusion has also been reported in Razinkov
et al. (8), who applied DiI dequenching and admittance
measurements to fusion of HA-expressing cells and a planar
bilayer. Later, a system using v-SNARE vesicles and planar
t-SNARE bilayer showed productive hemifusion in a
substantial fraction of the fusion events (14). These findings
argue for the relevance of productive hemifusion.
It is likely that the HD size must be restricted to a small
range for the physiological rates of fusion. Most fusion sites
of rat mast cells observed using freeze-fracture electron
microscopy exhibit an hourglass-like shape (6). Cherno-
mordik and Kozlov (2) have proposed a concept of restricted
hemifusion, which has a small HD surrounded by fusion
proteins. Razinkov et al. (11) suggested that a pore-in-flat-
HD is short-lived and that a pore persists as a toroidal
pore for most of the time between pore formation and final
widening. Conical electron tomography of a presynaptichttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.01.022
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intermediates (15).
Nanavati et al. (10) described the prediction of stochastic
distributions of pore conductance based on lipidic pore
models and suggested that the local lipid composition
(and accordingly, local spontaneous curvature) exerts
profound effects on pore dynamics. Theoretical studies
(16) showed that the pore expansion is dependent on the
sum of the tensions. Their analysis of toroidal pores showed
that pore lengthening dramatically promotes pore growth.
Computational approaches to pore formation and ex-
pansion have been conducted in lipid model membranes
(17–21). Tolpekina et al. (22) designed a potential mean
constraint force method and demonstrated that the cost of
pore formation is 15–20 kT. They further used an atomistic
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) membrane and re-
ported the 85 kJ/mol minimum cost for the pores. A study
using umbrella sampling, by which a lipid is restrained at
various depths of a DPPC bilayer membrane, showed a
similar free energy cost (80 kJ/mol) for pore formation (23).
Here we conduct coarse-grained (CG) and atomistic
simulations of systems mimicking hemifusion intermedi-FIGURE 1 Membrane configurations. (A–D) Hemifusion intermediate system
large system (system iv of Table 1) used for the curvature analysis. Water mol
carbohydrate chains; (light blue) terminal particle of each acyl chains; and (me
to the z axis) containing the vent is shown. (C) The small HD system of CG-DPPC
of Table 1 with a scheme similar to panel A. (D) Same as panel C but a vertical sli
‘‘c1’’ is the circle with the longest radius located inside the PO4 particles of any
center as that of c1 and which have radii of 4 nm and 10 nm, respectively, as in M
the midplanes are used to define angle q. We find the above settings of c2 and c3
the c3 radius is 5 nm, and at the same time, they collectively represent local str
20 nm, for example. The term ‘‘c4’’ is the circle that best fits to the PO4 particates. For the CG model, a MARTINI model (24) was
used. The work for displacing lipid molecules to various
depths of the bilayer of HDs was measured using umbrella
sampling. The HD size effect (as well as the angle between
the expanded stalk and the HD) on the formation of
membrane defects is discussed. We stress that our work
data only qualitatively explain the reduction of free energy
barrier for transition from hemifusion intermediate to
pore-in-HD configuration for a small HD. Such careful
interpretation of our work values is necessary because
pore formation can change the membrane configuration
from the hemifused state to the toroid—suggesting that
some of our systems are not in a stable equilibrium state,
which renders the free energy analysis inappropriate.METHODS
Configuration of hemifused membrane systems
Aside from standard planar bilayers, we constructed hemifused membranes
(Fig. 1). The systems are listed in Table 1. These were assembled from
wedge-shaped blocks cut from our l-systems, i.e., hemifused bilayer
ribbons (25), in two sizes: the large system (Fig. 1, A and B) was useds. The x, y, and z axes are shown in panel C. (A) The initial structure of the
ecules are hidden. Representation schemes: (yellow) PO4 particles; (cyan)
dium blue) NC3 particles. (B) Same system as panel A but a slice (parallel
used for the umbrella sampling analysis. This example shows the system xv
ce is shown. (E) Schematic explanation of q, c4, and HD radius, R. The term
lipid monolayer. The terms ‘‘c2’’ and ‘‘c3’’ are circles that have the same
arrink et al. (24). The c1 center and the points of intersection between c3 and
useful; with this choice, c4-r and q become not-too redundant, unlike when
uctural features that are relevant to this study, unlike when the c3 radius is
les belonging to the cis monolayer and located within c2.
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TABLE 1 Systems
System No. Name Description HD size (R) (nm)
Composition (for hemifused systems cis/trans)
(L ¼ lipid, w ¼ water)
Planar bilayer systems
i Atom-DP-pla Atomistic DPPC planar — L178 w1896
ii cg-DP-pla CG-DPPC planar — L178 w1896
iii cg-DO-pla CG-DOPC planar — L178 w1896
Large hemifused system
iv Large system Large, CG-DPPC 4 L10790/11249 w 88953/136039
Small hemifused systems
v cg-DP-hd4-n CG-DPPC, large HD, narrow stalk wing 4 L1424/1864 w 5570/18651
vi cg-DO-hd4-n CG-DOPC, large HD, narrow stalk wing 4 L1424/1864 w5558/18662
vii cg-DP-hd1.5-n CG-DPPC, small HD, narrow stalk wing 1.5 L890/1089 w3373/10797
viii cg-DO-hd1.5-n CG-DOPC, small HD, narrow stalk wing 1.5 L890/1089 w3381/10788
ix cg-DP-hd4-w CG-DPPC, large HD, wide stalk wing 4 L1645/1983 w32430/27922
x cg-DO-hd4-w CG-DOPC, large HD, wide stalk wing 4 L1643/1985 w 32413/27939
xi cg-DP-hd1.5-w CG-DPPC, small HD, wide stalk wing 1.5 L1396/1590 w29791/21509
xii cg-DO-hd1.5-w CG-DOPC, small HD, wide stalk wing 1.5 L1394/1591 w29678/21622
xiii cg-DP-hd1.5-m CG-DPPC, small HD, middle stalk wing 1.5 L1327/1617 w18803/31299
xiv cg-DO-hd1.5-m CG-DOPC, small HD, middle stalk wing 1.5 L1327/1617 w18803/31299
xv cg-DP-hd4-m CG-DPPC, large HD, middle stalk wing 4 L1464/1930 w15460/39934
xvi cg-DO-hd4-m CG-DPPC, large HD, middle stalk wing 4 L1464/1930 w15460/39934
xvii Atom-DP-hd1.5-n Atomistic DPPC, small HD, narrow stalk wing 1.5 L890/1989 w13490/43186
DP and DO stand for DPPC and DOPC, respectively. The terms hd1.5 and hd4 stand for a hemifusion diaphragm (HD) of R ¼ 1.5 and of R ¼ 4 nm, respec-
tively. The terms -n, -w, and -m stand for narrow, wide, and middle stalk wing, respectively.
1040 Nishizawa and Nishizawafor free run analysis, whereas the small system (Fig. 1, C and D) was used
for the umbrella sampling analysis. The x, y, and z axes are presented in
Fig. 1 C. The HD comprises two trans monolayers (Fig. 1 E). The strength
of the (negative) curvature of the cis monolayer is represented by angle q
and the radius of c4, or c4-r, as in Nishizawa and Nishizawa (25). The
term ‘‘c4’’ is the circle that fits the phosphorus atoms best (or PO4 particle
for a CG model) for the cismonolayer portion (Fig. 1 E). Here, q represents
the angle between the two bilayers (Fig. 1 E). Additional details are given
in the legend of Fig. 1. The term ‘‘steep stalk’’ denotes the structure in which
the expanded stalk forms a large q-angle. Fig. S1 C has a steeper stalk rela-
tive to Fig. S1 A in the Supporting Material. The dimensions of HD are
described by its average radius R (Fig. 1 E), which is defined in Text S1
of the Supporting Material.
Our preliminary simulations showed that, for a large system, undulation
of the total system causes deformation and nonflat orientation of the HD if
no restraints are provided. In this study, to find a well-equilibrated structure
of the three-bilayer junction of the large system, the PO4 particles of several
(~40) lipid molecules in the HD were restrained harmonically with a force
coefficient of 1000 kJ/mol nm2 for the large system. For the large system, to
reduce effects of volumes of two (cis and trans) bulk water regions on the
equilibrium structure, a hole was generated, labeled as ‘‘vent’’ in Fig. 1 B. It
was maintained using ~15–20 water molecules arrayed to form a cylindrical
tube using positional restraints. For the small system, q and c4-r were
restrained or unrestrained as described below (see Fig. S1), and no vent
was used.Simulation details
The softwares GROMACS 4.5.4 (26) and, for the CG model, MARTINI
(Ver. 2.0) were used (24,27). DPPC was represented as Q0 (for a united
atom NC3), Qa (for PO4), Na (for GL1), and C1 (for acyl-chain) particles
(28) whereas acyl chains of dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) were rep-
resented by C1 and C3 particles. For water, the model of Yesylevskyy et al.
(27) that enables local electrostatic screening similar to atomistic models
was used. The Lennard-Jones interactions were shifted smoothly to zeroBiophysical Journal 104(5) 1038–1048between 0.9 and 1.2 nm, and the electrostatics were smoothly shifted to
zero between 0 and 1.2 nm. A relative dielectric constant of 2.5 was
used. The time step for integration was 20 fs. The nonbonded neighbor
list was updated every 10 steps. Systems were kept at 323 K with a constant
tT of 1 ps as in Berendsen et al. (29). The pressure was coupled semiiso-
tropically using the Berendsen algorithm at 1 bar with a coupling constant
tP¼ 1 ps and compressibility of 3 104 bar1. The CG simulation time is
shown after multiplication by a factor of 4 (24).
Atomistic (united-atom) simulations were conducted as in Nishizawa and
Nishizawa (30). The Berger DPPC was used (31) after adaptation to OPLS
as in Chakrabarti et al. (32). Simple-point charge water (33) was used. The
bond lengths of lipids and water molecules were restrained, respectively,
using LINCS and SETTLE (34,35). The particle-mesh Ewald algorithm
(36) was used with the real-space cutoff at 14 A˚ and the maximal grid
size of 0.125 A˚. Berendsen coupling was used for temperature (29),
whereas the pressure was controlled using a Berendsen barostat at 1 atm,
coupling all directions of the box to 1 bar, which enabled the box to deform.
For the large system (Fig. 1, A and B), the x, y, and z dimensions of the
simulation box were ~60  60  17 nm3. To measure q and c4-r as a func-
tion of time, the center of the HDwas defined (see Text S1 in the Supporting
Material). The membrane system was cut into 18 slices using planes that
contained the HD center and which were parallel to the z axis. Then, q
and c4-r of every other slice, nine slices in all, were derived using PO4
particles (28). The choice of the nine slices appeared useful; their average
shows the overall trend of the structure whereas the variance among them
more or less provides some insights into the local variance of the structure
of the three-bilayer junction at a time point. For the small system, the simu-
lation box size is shown in the legend for Fig. S1. Molecular images were
constructed as in Humphrey et al. (37).Defect and pore formation analysis
For the umbrella sampling, the center of mass of the phosphate or the PO4
particle was subjected to the umbrella potential (or umbrella sampling
potential) with a force coefficient of 5000 kJ/mol nm2. Analysis consisting
Pore Propensity of Hemifusion Diaphragm 1041of 36 windows at an interval of 0.1 nm and with z positions
covering þ2.5 nm to 1.0 nm relative to the HD midplane was conducted
for CG sets. We did not cover 1.0 nm to 2.5 nm because, in preliminary
analysis, this part showed some correlation with the positive side probably
due to nonflat structures of HD. For atomistic sets (i and xvii of Table 1),
analysis consisting of 31 windows covering þ2.0 nm, to 1.0 nm was con-
ducted. The equilibrium position of a phosphorus atom or a PO4 particle for
CG is ~1.9 nm for atomistic DPPC, 2.2 nm for CG-DPPC, and 2.4 nm for
CG-DOPC bilayers.
This analysis was performed n times (n ¼ 1–4; Table 2) using indepen-
dently prepared membrane systems. Considering the tradeoff between over-
all information and computational cost, each simulation was equilibrated
for 40 ns for CG (10 ns for atomistic) analysis and subjected to a production
run of another 40 ns for CG (10 ns for atomistic) analyses. Instead of drag-
ging the lipid using the steered dynamics, the initial structures were
prepared by changing the z coordinate of the lipid molecule directly, fol-
lowed by energy minimization. To calculate work necessary for defect/
pore formation, the pore-negative and pore-positive range were determined,
first, under the criteria that the pore-positive range is the shortest consecu-
tive range of umbrella sampling window positions that includes all posi-
tions at which pore formation was observed. The remaining positions
were taken as the pore-negative range. Then, after applying the weighted
histogram analysis method (38) to the pore-negative range, the potential
mean force difference between the equilibrium position and the first posi-
tion within the pore-positive range was taken as the work. For the umbrella
sampling sets for which no pore-positive range was found (e.g., set 2 of
Table 2), the difference between the potential of mean force at the equilib-
rium position and the highest value in the potential-of-mean-force profile
was taken as the work. To avoid deformation of HD obscuring the z position
of molecules relative to the membrane, we used harmonic potential
restraints (of 100 kJ/mol nm2) upon five water molecules to suppress the
HD drift and conformational change during umbrella sampling. Water
molecules within 2 nm from the displaced lipid were not used for the
restraints. Such restraints may affect the analysis, as discussed in Text S3
in the Supporting Material.
Umbrella sampling has normally been used for free energy profile anal-
yses using the z position of a lipid molecule as the reaction coordinate (23),
but free energy analysis is difficult here, especially for the systems withTABLE 2 Lipid displacement analysis using umbrella sampling
Umbrella set (n)a System No., description
Average q/c4-
(degree/nm)
1_atom-DP-pla (1) i, Atomistic DPPC planar —
2_cg-DP-pla (3) ii, DPPC planar —
3_cg-DO-pla (3) iii, DOPC planar —
4_cg-DP-hd4-n-ce (2) v, DPPC, large HD, narrow wing 61.4/0.88
5_cg-DP-hd4-n-ri (2) v, DPPC, large HD, narrow wing 61.4/0.88
6_cg-DO-hd4-n-ce (2) vi, DOPC, large HD, narrow 62.8/0.84
7_cg-DO-hd4-n-ri (2) vi, DOPC, large HD, narrow 62.8/0.84
8_cg-DP-hd1.5-n (4) vii, DPPC, small HD, narrow 65.1/0.87
9_cg-DO-hd1.5-n (4) viii, DOPC, small HD, narrow 65.7/0.87
10_cg-DP-hd4-w-ce (2) ix, DPPC, large HD, wide 115.4/1.96
11_cg-DP-hd4-w-ri (2) ix, DPPC, large HD, wide 115.4/1.96
12_cg-DO-hd4-w-ce (2) x, DOPC, large HD, wide 111.4/1.89
13_cg-DO-hd4-w-ri (2) x, DOPC, large HD, wide 111.4/1.89
14_cg-DP-hd1.5-w (3) xi, DPPC, small HD, wide 123.2/2.07
15_cg-DO-hd1.5-w (3) xii, DOPC, small HD, wide 120.8/2.25
16_cg-DP-hd1.5-m (2) xiii, DPPC, small HD, middle 95.5/1.92
17_cg-DO-hd1.5-m (2) ix, DOPC, small HD, middle 93.3/1.90
18_cg-DP-hd4-m-ri (2) x, DPPC, large HD, middle 88.2/1.57
19_cg -DO-hd4-m-ri (2) xi, DOPC, large HD, middle 94.0/1.54
20_atom-DP-hd1.5-n (2) xii, Atom-DPPC, small HD, narrow 61.1/0.89
aThe terms -ri stands for HD rim and -ce for HD center. See also the caption bR ¼ 1.5 nm for the reasons described in Text S2 in the Supporting Material.
We emphasize that the work reported in this study should not be regarded as
the free energy barrier for pore formation; the work allows only qualitative
inference of the free energy barrier. The system structure was varied and
maintained by adjusting the number of water molecules (cis and trans sides)
and with the aid of harmonic restraints of 1000 kJ/mol nm2 on several lipid
molecules. Further details for maintaining structures are shown in Text S3
in the Supporting Material. The potential biases of such constraints must be
interpreted carefully as considered in Text S3 in the Supporting Material.
For the sets where no pore was found after the lipid displacement, two or
more lipids were displaced, used as shown in Text S5 in the Supporting
Material.
The pore radius was measured similarly to Wohlert et al. (39). Briefly, the
coordinates of lipid molecules were compared with a square grid with
spacing of 0.1 A˚ in x and y dimensions. The grid points were accepted if
their lateral distance to any lipid atom was >s, which was set at 2 A˚
(for CG) and 1 A˚ (for atomistic). The radius was estimated as r ¼ s þ
O(A/p) where A is the sum of the areas of those grid squares whose four
corners belong to the accepted points (see also Text S4 in the Supporting
Material). We define a pore as a structure (within an HD) that has A >
0.12 nm2. In this study, a membrane defect (or simply, defect) means a
perturbed lipid/water interface harboring a chain (or cluster) of water mole-
cules in the interior of the lipid bilayer.RESULTS
Free simulation of the large system
First, simulations of the large systems (system iv of Table 1)
were performed. During the 400-ns simulation, the approx-
imately HD averages of q and c4-r approached 72 and
1.25 nm, respectively (see Fig. S2 A), and fluctuated in
the range of %52 and ~0.07 nm, respectively. Different
portions of a membrane taken from the same timeframe
show a marked difference in q and c4-r (error bars in
Fig. S2 A). Examples with different widths of the stalkr Position of displaced
lipid in HD






— 80, Observed First
— 815 1, No pore >Fourth
— 905 3, No pore >Fourth
Center 825 6, No pore >First
1 nm to rim 805 4, No pore Third
Center 955 4, No pore >First
1 nm to rim 935 8, No pore >Fourth
Center 42 5 6, Observed First
Center 53 5 5, Observed First
Center 37 5 5, Observed First
1 nm to rim 36 5 4, Observed First
Center 60 5 6, Observed First
1 nm to rim 59 5 7, Observed First
Center 85 1, Observed First
Center 75 1, Observed First
Center 40 5 6, Observed First
Center 43 5 7, Observed First
1 nm to rim 755 7, No pore Third
1 nm to rim 865 9, No pore Second
Center 31 5 2, Observed First
elow Table 1.
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1042 Nishizawa and Nishizawaopening, taken from the same time point of a trajectory, are
shown (see Fig. S2, C and D). Representative datasets of q
and c4-r of four timeframes covering the final 12 ns (i.e.,
388–400 ns) (see Fig. S2 B) exhibited an unexpectedly
weak correlation between q and c4-r (r2 ¼ 0.317). Such
structural variance at the three-bilayer junction might be
associated with overall undulation on ~1–20 nm scales
of the bilayer membranes. The distance H between the
midplane of two planar bilayer regions, measured at the
simulation box boundary, was initially set at 7.5 nm, there-
after diverging to ~7.0–8.0 nm because of undulation during
the simulation period.Analysis of lipid displacement into the
hydrophobic core of a membrane
To analyze the effects of the membrane geometry on defect
and pore formation, membranes of different configurations
were subjected to umbrella sampling analysis. The fifth
column of Table 2 presents the work that is necessary to
form a membrane defect and/or pore. To begin, standard
planar bilayers were analyzed. For an atomistic DPPC
bilayer (Set 1, i.e., 1_atom-DP-pla; see Table 2), the
displacement of just one lipid molecule caused forma-
tion of a pore with work of ~80 kJ/mol in accordance with
Tieleman and Marrink (23). When a CG-DPPC planar
bilayer was used (Set 2), a membrane defect formed with
a similar work, but no pore was observed in any umbrella
sampling simulation in accordance with Marrink et al.
(24). For the corresponding CG-DOPC bilayer (Set 3), the
work was 90 kJ/mol (no pore formed), which was slightly
greater than Set 2, perhaps mainly because of the lipid
model that uses five particles to represent an oleic acid,
whereas the model uses four particles for a palmitic acid.
Next, we examined the hemifusion intermediates. The
position of the pulled lipid, i.e., the distance from the
HD rim, was varied. When a lipid locating itself near
(<0.2 nm, laterally) the center of the HD was subjected to
the umbrella sampling analysis in a CG-DPPC system
with the large HD (R ¼ 4 nm) and small q and c4-r (set 4,
see Fig. S1 A), the work was large (82 kJ/mol) and no
pore formed. Intriguingly, during this analysis, lateral move-
ment of the lipid (subjected to the umbrella sampling
potential) toward the HD rim occurred (see Fig. S3).
(Such a lateral translocation always occurred for all simula-
tions -ce sets, with the lipid reaching the rim at 5–10 ns of
the equilibration run.) Therefore, the result was similar
between set 4 (-ce set) and set 5 (-ri set), in which a lipid
near the rim was pulled (Table 2). For the corresponding
CG-DOPC systems (Sets 6 and 7), the respective values of
work were somewhat greater than those of CG-DPPC
systems, possibly because of the aforementioned structural
feature of the CG-DOPC.
Next, we examined the effect of the size of HD. When
a system with a small (R ¼ 1.5 nm) HD and with a narrowlyBiophysical Journal 104(5) 1038–1048open stalk was subjected to the displacement of a lipid near
the HD center (Set 8; Fig. 2 A, and Fig. 3, A–C), the work
was reduced to 42 kJ/mol. For this set, the pore-negative
range changed to the pore-positive range at the depth
of ~þ0.2–0.3 nm relative to the HD midplane (Fig. 2 A).
For the pore-positive range, a pore formed and grew during
the equilibration run and, accordingly, the mean force was
small and the work profile exhibited a limited range of fluc-
tuation (~<3 kJ/mol) (Fig. 2, A–C). Within the pore-positive
range, a pore formed quickly (Fig. 2 D, Fig. 3, A–C) and
expanded (<20 ns of the equilibration run), resulting in
a toroidal pore. Analysis of a DOPC membrane (Set 9)
also led to pore formation. The work was 53 kJ/mol, which
was much smaller than the case with planar bilayer (Set 3)
and the large HD cases (Sets 6 and 7). Thus, comparison
between the hd4 sets and hd1.5 sets shows that the small
size of the HD greatly stabilizes a membrane defect or pore.
Next, the effect of steepness of expanded stalk was exam-
ined. When a CG-DPPC system with a large HD and a steep
expanded stalk (i.e., widely open stalk wings; see Fig. S1 C)
were used (Sets 10 and 11), a pore formed and the work was
reduced to 37 kJ/mol, relative to the corresponding DPPC
narrow cases (Sets 4 and 5), indicating that the steep stalk
facilitated pore formation. The pore-positive range started
at þ0.1–0.4 nm (Fig. 2 B). In the corresponding large HD
and wide DOPC systems (Sets 12 and 13), the work was
fairly large (~60 kJ/mol), but reasonably smaller than with
the narrow configuration (Sets 6 and 7) described above.
Comparison between narrow and wide sets (Sets 6, 7, 12,
and 13 for CG-DOPC, and Sets 5 and 11 for CG-DPPC)
shows stabilization of a membrane defect and pore by a steep
stalk. A strikingly small work was sufficient for pore forma-
tion when the system with a steep stalk was accompanied by
the small HD (Set 14, 8 kJ/mol). Its pore-positive range was
broad, with the boundary between the pore-positive and
negative ranges located at ~þ0.6–1.2 nm relative to the
HD midplane (details not shown). In Set 14, a pore formed
and grew rapidly (<10 ns) (Fig. 2 D). A similar result was
observed for the corresponding DOPC system (Set 15).
Thus, the combination of the steep stalk with the small
HD reduces the work dramatically.
The -n (narrow) and -w (wide) configurations were exam-
ined in the above. The -n was close to the structure of the
large system (system iv; Fig. 1 A) at the end of its simula-
tion, but the large system also suffers from the effect of
the fixed numbers of molecules. So, the -n may have a
narrower stalk wing than in most physiological cases. For
the remaining sets of Table 2, the stalk opening to a middle
extent (represented by m) was used, and structural con-
straints to maintain the stalk angle were removed (see
Fig. S1, B and E). The work was 40 kJ/mol (Set 16) close
to the case with the narrow (Set 8) stalk wings. For the cor-
responding DOPC system (Set 17), the work was not far
from the corresponding narrow case (Set 9). Similarly, for
the hd4 systems (Sets 18 and 19), the work was similar to
FIGURE 2 Examples of the umbrella sampling
analysis. (A) Two examples of the work profile
of 8_cg-DP-hd1.5-n set (red and black curves).
Work was derived as described in Methods. (Top
bars) Pore-negative and pore-positive ranges.
Although the x axis represents the depths in the
HD with respect to the HD midplane, local defor-
mations obscured the midplane position. There-
fore, the x-axis value has a somewhat weak
meaning. (B) Results for Set 11. (C) Results for
Set 20. The pore size as a function of time during
the umbrella sampling (i.e., 40-ns equilibration
and 40-ns production run): (D) Representative
data of Sets 8, 16, and 14. (E) Result of Set 20.
Pore Propensity of Hemifusion Diaphragm 1043the corresponding narrow cases (Sets 5 and 7, respectively).
Thus, these -m sets showed the work between the cases of
corresponding -w and -n sets, but fairly close to the cases
of -n sets.
We also examined one atomistic set harboring a small
round HD (R ¼ 1.5 nm) and a narrowly opened stalk
wing (Set 20). The work was 31 kJ/mol, smaller than
with the planar bilayer (Set 1). Fig. 3, D–F, shows snap-
shots from a representative simulation of the pore-positiverange. The initial pore generated and expanded for the
first ~6 ns of the equilibration run (Fig. 2 E). The pore
size was stable at ~r ¼ 0.5 nm through the productive
umbrella sampling simulation. The boundary between the
pore-negative and pore-positive range was þ0.1–0.3 nm
relative to the midplane of the HD (Fig. 2 C), similar to
the CG systems (Fig. 2 A). No transition to a toroidal
structure was observed, probably because of the short simu-
lation time.Biophysical Journal 104(5) 1038–1048
FIGURE 3 Snapshots of pore-positive range
simulations. The representation scheme is similar
to Fig. 1, with the following exceptions: (Orange
spheres) DPPCmolecule restricted by the umbrella
sampling potential; (yellow sphere) PO4 particle
for panels A–C (or phosphorus atom, for D–F).
Snapshots from a pore-positive range simulation
of Set 8: (A) The initial structure, i.e., just after
the energy minimization and before the equilibra-
tion run. (B) Snapshot immediately after the pore
formation. (C) Snapshot at 20 ns of the equilibra-
tion run. The pore replaced the HD completely,
and this led to pore elongation in the z direction
(longitudinal). Snapshots from a simulation within
the pore-positive range of the atomistic set (Set
20): (D) The initial structure of a simulation of
the pore-positive range. (E) Snapshot at 7 ns. (F)
A higher magnification view of the boxed portion
of panel E.
1044 Nishizawa and NishizawaIncremental (one-at-a-time) procedure for lipid
displacement
Displacement of one molecule did not engender pore forma-
tion in many sets of Table 2. Displacing two or more lipids
one-by-one into the hydrophobic core led to pore formation.
The number of lipid molecules that must be displaced for
pore formation is shown (Table 2), but such data are specific
to the CG model used (see Text S5 in the Supporting
Material).Behavior of a preformed pore in free simulations
Free 1-ms simulations (i.e., without the umbrella sampling
potential) of CG-DPPC membranes with preformed pores
were performed. For small HD configurations (i.e., Sets 8,
16, and 14), the preformed pore widened and the HD was
completely lost immediately (Fig. 2 D). Therefore, hd1.5
systems were not useful to examine effects of the stalk struc-
ture on pore behavior.
With a large HD (R ¼ 4 nm), results differed depending
on the stalk steepness and the size and position of the pre-
formed pore (Fig. 4). Fig. S4 presents snapshots for several
trajectories. Pore widening was facilitated by a steep stalk
when a rim-contacting pore (rim-pore) was used (Fig. 4,
A, C, and E). Overall feature of Fig. 4 suggests the presence
of the critical size of the pore, in the sense that, when the
pore is smaller than the critical size, it tends to contract,
whereas pores greater than the critical size expands andBiophysical Journal 104(5) 1038–1048eventually forms a toroidal pore in our systems. The critical
size decreased concomitantly with increasing stalk steep-
ness. Specifically, for the -n (narrow) configuration, the
critical size appeared >r ¼ 1.0 nm. For -m (middle)
and -w (wide), a pore of r ¼ 0.6 nm widened rapidly
(Fig. 4, C and E). For -w, pores of r < 0.6 nm could not
be prepared because of the immediate growth of such
a pore beyond 0.6 nm. Thus, the steep stalk facilitates
pore widening. This effect was somewhat unclear when
the pore was located at the center of the HD (Fig. 4, B, D,
and F), yet, even for the center pore, a slight degree of
facilitation by the steep stalk was observed. Thus, the stalk
steepness exerts effects on the growth of pores within an
HD, not only on the opening of pores. Fig. 4 also showed
that the radius of a toroidal pore was always smaller than
the radius of the HD that had been replaced by the pore.
The -w and -m systems led to pore enlargement within
this 1 ms, which agrees with the finding that the initial
pore widening is a rapid process.DISCUSSION
Tomeasure the work necessary to induce a membrane defect
and pore in hemifused membrane systems, atomistic and
CG simulations were conducted. Both a steep stalk, which
forms widely open stalk wings, and a small HD greatly
promoted formation of a membrane defect and pore within
the HD. Unlike atomistic systems, displacement of a lipid
FIGURE 4 Pore behaviors in the (umbrella sampling potential) free simulations started with a preformed pore. The pore radius r is shown as a function of
time. As the enlarged data of the early time period show, various sizes of the initial pore were examined and shown in different colors. (A) cg-DP-hd4-n with
a preformed rim-pore. Pores with the initial r of 0.7–1.6 nm. (B) As in panel A, but with a preformed pore at the center of HD. (C) cg-DP-hd4-m with a pre-
formed rim-pore with r¼ 0.45–1.2 nm. (D) Same as in panel C, but the pore was at the center of HD and with r¼ 0.45–1.6 nm. (E) cg-DP-hd4-w with a rim-
pore with r ¼ 0.6–1.1 nm. (F) Same as in panel E, but with the pore at the HD center with r ¼ 0.55–1.1 nm.
Pore Propensity of Hemifusion Diaphragm 1045molecule into the hydrophobic core of the CG membrane
did not cause pore formation when help from the
stalk was lacking, but measurement of the work necessary
for defect and pore formation showed consistent results
(Table 2).
Initial pores observed by patch-clamp recording are
generally small, with some reporting conductance <20 pS
(9). Based on Nanavati et al. (10), conductance of ~30 pS
corresponds to a pore of r ¼ 0.1 nm. Actually, HA-
mediated fusion generally shows slow widening of thepore (30–40 pS/ms). Its conductance fluctuates or is some-
times arrested at some value (500–600 pS) before either re-
turning to zero, i.e., pore closure, or increasing to an
immeasurably large value such as 10 nS (9). The toroidal
pore stabilized by fusion protein can correspond to this state
with 500–600 pS (6,11). A study (11) suggested that the
pore wall comprises a fully integrated membrane with
both inner and outer monolayers, which is most likely to
have an hourglass-shaped toroidal structure. In our analysis,
once formed, pores grow more readily quickly to a toroidalBiophysical Journal 104(5) 1038–1048
1046 Nishizawa and Nishizawapore for -m and -w sets compared with pores of -n sets
(Fig. 4). From our results, one could know how the relative
free energy between the hemifused state and the toroidal
pore state can be affected by the stalk angle. However, our
system is not suited to evaluation of the relative free energy
partly because our 40-ns sampling is too short. Analyses
based on self-consistent theory by Lee and Schick (40)
were suitable to this issue. The authors reported that there
is a narrow range of the size of HD where the flickering
can occur, based on a small energy difference. When the
HD has enlarged, the HD state is thermodynamically less
stable than the toroidal state (40). If this issue is to
be studied with contemporary simulation techniques, for
example, a method by which the size of the pore is
restrained may be helpful (39).
For our 1.5-nm HD system, the toroid formation from
a very small stage (r < 0.5 nm) was very rapid (<20 ns)
and inconsistent with those experiments that yielded obser-
vations of a very small initial pore (<30 pS) that grows on
millisecond timescales (9).
Interestingly, our system with the wide stalk angle and
HD of radius of 4 nm (i.e., Set 11) exhibited a work of
36 kJ/mol, which is in qualitative agreement with dissipative
particle dynamics (DPD) studies that used two differing
force field parameters and estimated the free energy barrier
for the rupture of a HD as 11.5 kBT (41) and 8 kBT (42). In
the authors’ system, after the HD formation, the stalk angle
is likely to increase to, or exceed, the degree of our steep
angle configuration, thereby reducing the energy barrier.
One can estimate the equilibrium number of pores
per HD using the pore probability per area r ¼ exp
(DG/kT) /Alip, where DG is the pore formation energy
and Alip is the area per lipid molecule (23). For DG of
36 kJ/mol, this estimates ~1.7  104 pores, assuming
that the HD consists of 160 lipid molecules. This number
is small compared to many experiments.
However, given spatio-temporal variations in the struc-
ture (see Fig. S2), the number of pores can be higher than
estimated. In physiological systems, membrane tensions
are expected to be influential; they might increase the pore
propensity (42,43). Proteins should also regulate the pore
propensity. Therefore, the configuration that required the
work of 36 kJ/mol could be relevant at least in physiological
fusions. This substantial energy barrier, together with the
instability of small HDs, may suggest that the timing, or
chronology, of changes of stalk angle, relative to the
enlargement of HD, has a critical influence on the fate of
the HD. If the stalk angle becomes steep first, HD quickly
ruptures, whereas if the HD enlarges first, for example due
to high content of negatively curved lipids, then the HD
is stabilized by the energy barrier. Such coexistence of
different fusion pathways have been reported in several
studies, e.g., as Pathways I and II in the DPD study (41)
that analyzed the effect of membrane tension on fusion.
Our analysis helps us to understand to what extent the HDBiophysical Journal 104(5) 1038–1048is kinetically stabilized after escaping the early rupture-
prone phase.
In free simulations starting with a preformed pore, a steep
stalk (large q and c4-r) facilitated widening of the preformed
pore contacting the rim (rim-pore) (Fig. 4, A, C, and E). Two
points are noteworthy: 1), A long pore promotes dilatation
of toroidal pore (16), but our case shows the effects of stalk
structures on a pore within an HD. 2), The critical size of the
pore becomes small with a steep stalk.
A steep stalk facilitated widening of a rim-pore, but this
effect is weak for the pore located at the HD center
(Fig. 4, B, D, and F). Point 1 reports that the facilitation is
mediated by local membrane mechanics, not by the average
membrane tension of the HD. Therefore, the results call for
a new model that incorporates the rim-contacting effect on
pores. Such rim-pores have been reported in Mu¨ller et al.
(21), who used Monte Carlo simulations and showed
stalk-induced pore formation within adjacent portion of
bilayers, arguing that the energy of the edge of the pore is
reduced when the edge is contacting to a stalk due to reduc-
tion of line tension by the stalk. Rim-pore formation has also
been reported by DPD studies (20,41,42) and atomistic
simulations (44). The latter study showed a low-density
region at the HD rim. This low-density near the rim could
explain the lateral lipid movement we observed (see
Fig. S3). Analyses varying vesicle size also showed that,
the smaller the vesicle, the more readily the hemifusion
intermediates transit to the toroidal pore state (40,42).
Even under zero applied tension, membranes behave as if
they were under a tension proportional to the square of their
curvature (40).
Considering the Lister model (45), Ei ¼ 2plr  pr2s, in
which Ei denotes the pore energy, l represents the line
tension, and s is the applied surface tension, for a pore
that formed in a bilayer the model predicts that when the
pore is small (r < (l/s)), it contracts spontaneously. If
r > l/s, the pore expands; l/s is the point of no return for
the planar bilayer. Aside from these terms, at least four
factors can influence the free energy of the rim-pore relative
to a noncontacting pore:
1. Because part of the pore wall is continuous to the stalk,
the line tension term 2plr decreases. If the line tension
is 20  1012 J/m (22), and one-third of the periphery
of the pore with r ¼ 2 nm contacts the rim, the pore
formation energy associated with line tension would be
reduced by ~50 kJ/mol (see Text S6 in the Supporting
Material).
2. The formation of a rim-pore releases part of the curvature
stress between the HD and the expanded stalk. Based on
our analysis (25,28) and estimation (see Text S6 in
the Supporting Material), the energy decrease would
be ~10–20 kJ/mol for both leaflets.
3. The cost to create a void at the three-bilayer junction
decreases by formation of a rim-pore.
Pore Propensity of Hemifusion Diaphragm 10474. However, formation of a rim-pore engenders curvature
stress at the connecting points between the pore edge
and the HD rim. A steep stalk might lower the energies
of factors 1–3, which in turn would act to elongate the
contact line between the pore and rim (Fig. S4 C and
data not shown). Then, Factor 4 might serve to form
a large round pore.
In theory, the pore formation rate constant can be esti-
mated based on the energy for pore and its dissipation
rate, using the relationship, kf/kd ¼ exp (DG/kT) (23),
where kf and kd are rate constants for pore formation and
for pore dissipation, respectively. When the pore is very
small (r < 0.4 nm), it closes immediately (<4 ns) in the
atomistic and hd4-m configurations in Table 1 (our unpub-
lished result). Assuming kd ¼ 1 ns1 and DG ¼ 30 kJ/mol,
kf becomes10
4 s1. Therefore, a small pore may occur on
scales of submilliseconds and quickly closes faster than
the time resolution of experiments.
It should be stressed that nonequilibrium simulations are
conducted here; although umbrella sampling was used, our
work values are the qualitative assessment of the free energy
barrier for pore formation in HD. This is mainly because
sufficient sampling is impossible near the boundary between
the pore-negative and -positive ranges. Other limitations are
the use of the artificial restraints, which are necessary to
avoid deformation that obscures depth in the membrane,
and the use of the constant numbers of molecules in cis
and trans compartments.
Finally, lipid bilayers of the MARTINI model do not
exhibit pore formations in the umbrella sampling, which
induce a pore for atomistic models (24,46). The CG water
model (27) enables local electrostatic screening similar to
atomistic models, showing improvement in magainin-
induced pore formation (27,47), but, in a critical analysis
(48) the pore is still not observed even with the model of
Yesylevskyy et al. (27). Further refinement including non-
bonded parameters is necessary to make the model useful
to pore analysis (48). For this reason, our CG data must
be carefully interpreted.CONCLUSION
Simulation analyses using hemifused membranes showed
that both the small size of HD and the steep stalk structure
with respect to HD are promotive factors of pore formation
within HD. The stalk steepness also facilitates widening
of a pore forming within an HD. The facilitation was clear
for rim-pore, but it was weak for a pore located at the center
of HD.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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